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CB passes 3 Campus Security resolutions
By JEFF McDOWELL
Montana Kalmin Reporter

Central Board last night passed
by near-unanimous votes three
resolutions concerning Campus
Security.
The resolutions, proposed by
ASUM Vice President Peter Karr at
the meeting in the University
Center Montana Room 360, ask:
• that Campus Security comply
with a state law prohibiting securi
ty guards from carrying gUns
except when patrolling at night or
when transporting money or
valuables.
• that Campus Security pay
$418 into a fund used to construct
and maintain parking lots.
• that Campus Security patrol
the campus in automobiles only
when absolutely necessary and
instead patrol on foot or on
bicycles.
The resolution asking Campus
Security to comply with the law
against guards carrying guns
during the day stated that the
board believes “continuance of
this practice . . . presents a clear
and present danger to students at
the University of Montana.”
Karr said Tuesday he thought a
dangerous situation could occur if
someone tried to take a gun away
from a guard.
Ken Willett, UM director of
safety and security, could not be
reached for comment yesterday.

The second resolution stems
from Campus Security issuing
county parking citations from last
September through February.
Money collected from Campus
Security citations goes into a fund
used to construct and maintain
parking lots, and according to
Karr, $418 was lost because coun
ty rather than campus citations
were issued.

Because the Missoula County
Attorney’s office ruled that Cam
pus Security had overstepped its
authority when it issued county
citations, the citations were
thrown out of court, Karr said.
The third resolution criticized
Campus Security for patrolling
"sidewalks on campus in fullsized, fuel inefficient, Americanmade sedans” and asked instead

that foot or bicycle patrols be used.
The resolution would restrict vehi
cle patrols “to instances of ab
solute necessity or emergency.”
In other business, the board
approved two changes in ASUM
bylaws. The changes deleted from
the bylaws a provision for recall of
ASUM officers by petition and a
reciprocal voting agreement with
Faculty Senate.

most of the restaurant’s suppliers
would only accept cash upon
delivering goods.
Gallegos said recently these
allegations were untrue. He said

A third proposal, which would
have changed from a simple ma
jority to a two-thirds majority the
vote required to overturn a budget
and finance committee decision,
did not pass.
CB delegate Sue Grebeldinger,
who is also a constitutional review
committee member, explained that
the recall by petition bylaw was
apparently unconstitutional. She
said the section in the ASUM
constitution dealing with impeach
ment of officers and delegates
provides no authority for a bylaw
allowing recall by petition.
After the meeting she denied
that the deletion of the bylaw was
connected with a recent effort to
recall Karr, ASUM President Cary
Holmquist, and Business Manager
Mark Matsko because of a dis-

• Cont. on p. 8.

• Cont. on p. 8.

Wage complaint filed by'employees;
restaurant owner responds to charges
By MIKE OLDHAM
Montana Kaimin Reporter

An owner of the Qilded Lily
restaurant was granted a request
for a court appointed lawyer upon
appearing in Justice Court yester
day for a summons stating that he
had failed “to pay wages to an
employee at a time specified.”
The summons was issued based
on complaints and information
given to the Missoula County
Attorney's office by Gilded Lily
employees. Robert Gallegos, a co
owner of the restaurant, is
scheduled to appear in court again
today at 4 p.m. He owns the
restaurant with Marianne Forest.
The complaint, which was filed
Tuesday a t / p.m., was read during
the summons hearing and listed 14
employees who say Gallegos owes

them more than $2,800 in back
wages.
Jeff Story, who had cooked at
the Gilded Lily, said the workers
walked off the job last Thursday
night and have not returned. He
said they quit their jobs because
Gallegos owes them wages for the
last four and one-half weeks.
Gallegos said he owes the
employees wages for only the last
two weeks.
The Gilded Lily, which is located
at 515 S. Higgins Ave., is described
by Story as a "student hangout."
He said the restaurant employs
four University of Montana
students.
One of the students, Karen
Schober, sophomore in art, said
she knew of three people who had
paychecks from Gallegos that
bounced. She and Story both said

ARIEL, a USO touring band with several UM student members, performs in the Mammary Park mall between
the library and the University Center. A large crowd, shown in the photo at the top of the page, gathered for the
performance. (Staff photo by Clair Johnson.)

Student participation urged
in studies of wilderness
By SCOTT GRIFFIN
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Representatives of two wilderness advocacy groups last night urged
student participation in upcoming studies of millions of acres of
Montana land for wilderness designation.
Bill Cunningham, the Montana representative of the National
Wilderness Society, and Bill Bishop, president of the Montana
Wilderness Association, spoke to about 15 people in the University
Center Lounge in the final Student Action Center forum on “Who’s
Defending Montana?”
With President Carter's recommendations on RARE II lands before
Congress, the federal government is embarking on a second nation
wide inventory and evaluation of roadless and undeveloped areas —
those found in the Bureau of Land Management holdings.
Another group of lands is under study in Montana under the Montana
Wilderness Study Bill, passed by Congress in 1977. Known as the S-393
lands, these nine areas were listed for further planning in the president's
RARE II recommendations.
Cunningham said that the BLM has recommended that 2.7 million out
of the 8 million acres of BLM land in the state be studied for wilderness
classifications.
Most of this land is low elevation grassland or foothills, and, according
to Cunningham, is essential as wilderness because of the varied
ecosystems represented.
Too often wilderness is thought of as the "rock and ice” areas that are
useful for nothing else, Cunningham said, adding that the BLM lands
offer a unique opportunity to "round out" the national wilderness
system.
“Wilderness should encompass all types of ecosystems, from flat'
sagebrush to the highest mountains," he said.
Cunningham said that ranching interests have emerged as the leading
opponents to BLM wilderness areas because of the mistaken notion that
wilderness designation for an area rules out grazing.
“There has never been an example of livestock grazing curtailment in a
wilderness area," Cunningham said, adding that the federal Wilderness
Act "says in no uncertain terms that grazing shall be allowed in
wilderness, period."
He said wilderness advocates need to inform livestock growers of the
benefits that accompany wilderness, such as the prevention of con
struction of pipelines and power lines in an area.
The public comment period for the inventory phase of the BLM review
• Cont. on p. 8.

D ra ft re g is tra tio n p o ses d iffic u lt q u e s tio n s fo r
Editor: One of the frequent questions asked
during the current debate over the need to
breathe new life into the Selective Service
System is “Where are the national interests
that demand readiness to fight in the far
corners of the world?" Those opposed to
Selective Service argue that we, as a nation,
have pledged not to have any more
Vietnams or that we can eliminate the
likelihood of any new foreign wars by
lowering oil consumption.
If the "no more Vietnams” pledge means
we will never again embark on a peace
keeping effort without the determination to
carry it through to conclusion, so be it. But,
if it means we will never again use our
powers to protect our economic or political
interests, we are in big trouble.
And if we assume that lowering our
dependency on foreign oil sources is the
end-all of the need to protect overseas
economic ties, we haye lost sight of the
scope of our worldwide dependency. Of 18
raw materials critical to our industries, 14
come from predominantly overseas
sources (more than 50 percent and 10 of
them are 75 percent from overseas). More
than 80 percent of our chrome is imported
and the two most abundant sources belong
to a nation we — so far — will not trade with,
Rhodesia, and a potential adversary, the
Soviet Union. There is scarcely a trade

route in any corner of the globe where the
United States does not have a vital
economic interest.
And yet, while we have not said we are
willing to dilute our lifestyle to avoid
another Vietnam, neither have we pledged
to take whatever action is necessary to
sustain it at its comfortable level. Two
su c c e s s iv e a d m in is tra tio n s have
acknowledged that the Navy needs 600
ships to do all its assigned jobs but it now
has less than 400 and the president’s
budget for fiscal year 1980 will continue the
downward trend. There are not enough
amphibious ships to deploy more than onethird of the Marine Corps, much less to
think about deploying Army units. And the
Army, at the center of the debate over
Selective Service, lacks the manpower to
stay the course of even a brief war while
civil libertarians cry that a draft would
blemish their individual freedom.
There is real doubt being voiced in the
world today whether the United States has
either the means or the will to do the things
necessary to assure its own well being. We
make unreciprocated concessions toward
disarmament. We turn our backs while the
Soviet Union and its sycophants take
actions inimical to our best interests. With
each retreat the credibility of our national
will is diminished and the possibility that an

A m e ric a n s

antagonist may be wiling to test the
capability of our armed forces is increased.
We must decide what is best for us as a
nation and develop the determination to

hew to that decision.
W. K. Heyer
graduate, general studies

C ritic iz e , yes ; c u rta il, no
Editor: I was disturbed by Gallery Director
Christine Smith’s May 18 letter to the
Kaimin concerning Art Reviewer Brian
Ault’s criticisms of University Center Art
shows. Ms. Smith charges that Mr. Ault's
critiques are "personal judgments, not fit to
print.” She then refers us to the critical
methods of Edmund Burke Feldman as the
appropriate criteria for art criticism.
I do not know if Mr. Ault's critiques are
always fair or if he has been given the
“intrinsic knowledge necessary to criticize
art." What bothers me is Ms. Smith’s as
sumption that because Ault makes
personal judgments about art, that some
how disqualifies him from the right to make
commentary.
It seems to me that the strength of a
student newspaper lies in the fact that
students are able to criticize all sorts of
things — politicians, faculty, the admini
stration and artists. And if we disagree, we
do not ask that they be curtailed from print,
and refer the reader to texts on political
science of manuals on faculty and manage-

ment procedures.
In the past, Kaimin art critiques have
usually wavered between esoteric mumbojumbo (called "professionalism1’) and a
benign retardation that approves of every
art object in sight — that is, when any art
critiques were given at all.
Mr. Ault has the merit of speaking plainly,
of being willing to take a stand, and of
reporting regularly.
More than ever, we need to maintain an
open forum for student involvement and
“personal judgment” even at the risk of
error and unfavorable analysis. And God
knows, if any field suffers from over
formalization and alienation from the
general public, it is art.
Rather than curtailing points of view, I
would suggest that Ms. Smith simply
counter Mr. Ault with her own written com
mentary and perspective.
Jim Todd
associate professor, humanities

Take study from Legislative Finance Clique
When the 46th legislative assembly
adjourned
in m id-April, many
observers were impressed by the way
representatives of the university
system lobbied for measures they
thought they deserved and the percen
tage of the times they won.
After all, the formula for the system’s
budget was already known — the units
were going to be budgeted on a 19:1
student-faculty ratio. This device was a

opinion
bittersweet
remedy to previous
budgeting debacles; it allowed the
legislators great ease in budgeting for
a state service that has needs that most
of them are very ignorant of.
But it failed to account for the
University of Montana's large graduate
programs. It also hurt several units
because it dictated that the number in
the student-faculty ratio be based on a
three-year average, hurting those
schools that were experiencing enroll
ment increases.
One thing was clear: nobody in the
university system much cared for the
plan. So in the closing days of the
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session, Rep. Ann Mary Dussault
introduced a resolution calling for an
interim committee to sttidy the mess.
The Legislative Council, which
assigns interim studies to committees,
placed the study under the control of
the Legislative Finance Committee
Saturday. Rep. Dussault stated later
that the finance committee was not
supposed to have conducted the study.
In its finite wisdom, the Legislative
Council authorized the Legislative
Finance Committee, composed in part
by members of the subcommittee that
proposes appropriations for the state’s
six campuses, to conduct the study.
The intent of Dussault’s resolution
was to create a committee composed
of people with diverse ideas to deter
mine a creative and responsible
method of budgeting money for the
universities. This will not be done if the
Legislative Finance Committee is to
handle the study because most of its
members have served on one of the
appropriations committees in the
Legislature.
Not that that disqualifies them from
the human race. It's just that they think
in terms of quantity, not quality.
They are, for the most part, debitson-the-left,
credits-on-the-right
bureaucracy mentors. There is little

room on their giant worksheets for
tallying the quality of academic ex
cellence. They are, for the most part,
the ones responsible for the overlysimplified 19:1 student-faculty ratio.
They are not right'for this assign
ment.
UM President Richard Bowers, too,
was upset by the membership of the
committee that will make these big
decisions about university funding.
But, he played the diplomat; he noted
that because they have been so closely
connected with university funding, the
members would understand the issues.
That may be true. But while they

keep controlling the decisions, and
learning more about the university
system, other members of the
Legislature remain relatively ignorant
and must rely on those people's
decisions.
Soon, the committee will be called
the Legislative Finance Clique. It's
simply time to have more legislators
involved in such studies.
' It is to be hoped that Rep. Dussault,1'
as House majority leader, can pull"
some rank and have the study
reassigned.
Robert Verdon

public forum -

__

How worthy is Tennis I?
I am writing in regard to the current
loss of recreational hours on the tennis
courts. After the trustees of the special
fund of the store board financed the
construction of three new courts in 1969,
the Campus Recreation and Sports
Committee voluntarily permitted the
Department of Physical Education to
use all nine courts for alleged instruction
from 8 a.m. until noon. Then the courts
reverted to the uses envisaged before
their construction in 1946 and 1969:
recreation and intercollegiate athletics.
In September of 1977 John Dayries,
chairman of health, physical education
and recreation, and Dean Richard
Solberg demanded that the tennis,
handball and racquetball courts as well
as the gymnasium facilities in the Field
House Annex be used for instruction
(HPE 100 classes) from 8 a.m. until 3
p.m. Their importunity was successfully
opposed by the Campus Recreation and
Sports Committee, Central Board, and
University of Montana President Richard
Bowers.
This spring, however, Chairman
Dayries apparently adopted the techni
que of Chairman Stalin: to attain one’s
objectives by nibbling away. As a starter
he scheduled additional Tennis I classes
on all nine courts in the afternoon. One
can only speculate where his next
attempt at aggrandizement will take
place.
No one seems to have asked the basic
question: are beginning classes in

tennis, as directed by Chairman Dayries,
worthwhile? In racquetball a beginner
reaches instant mediocrity, and can
enjoy the sport. On the other hand,
tennis is a complex and difficult game,
and a high percentage of beginners fail
to continue to play. The present
arrangements virtually insure the im
probability of learning to play tennis in
HPE 100 classes: 9 courts, 36 students, 1
instructor. The HPE tennis classes have
only one virtue: given the hourly wages
paid the student instructors (similar
compensation to migrant workers has
been construed as involuntary servitude,
banned under the Thirteenth Amend
ment) and the 36:1 ratio, they are cheap.
Or, as the distinguished Dean Solberg
would aver, they are cost-effective,
whatever that jargon means. If Chairman
Dayries were serious about making
HPE’s tennis classes worthwhile, he
would utilize a student-instructor ratio of
4:1, employ instructors trained for this
type of class and pay suitable wages,
build backboards and practice alleys
away from the courts, buy ball machines
and rewire the tennis courts.
Since Chairman Dayries obviously
either cannot or will not provide
legitimate tennis classes, they should be
canceled. Then the courts could be used
exclusively for recreation and inter
collegiate athletics.
Jules Karlin
professoer emeritus, history

Silkwood family attorney to lecture at UM June 3
By SCOTT TWADOELL
Montana Kalinin Contributing Reporter

The attorney for the Karen Silkwood family, Gerald Spence, will
speak here Jime 3, at 8 p.m., in the
University Center Ballroom.
His son, Kent, sophomore in pre
law, has been making the

arrangements through the Student
Action Center. He said yesterday
his father is willing to make room in
an extremely busy schedule to
come here because of a strong
show of interest.
Lately, Spence has had
numerous interview engagements,
including the Today Show, which

he did last Monday with Karen
Silkwood's parents.
Rolling Stone has called Spence
"a lawyer of enormous talent" who
has an essentially undefeated
record in murder and personal
injury cases.
In the trial, which ended May 18,
the Silkwood family won $10.5

High court shuns
HELENA (AP) — The Montana
Supreme Court has denied a
petition by environmentalists and
the Northern Cheyenne Indian
Tribe for a rehearing of a state,
industry, labor and utility appeal
involving the proposed Colstrip 3
and 4 power plants.
The ruling yesterday was 4-1,
with Justice Daniel Shea dissen
ting and Justice John Conway
Harrison and three district judges
forming the majority.
The Northern Cheyennes and
the Northern Plains Resource
Council asked for a rehearing on
grounds that the Supreme Court’s
April 10 decision in the appeal of a
district court ruling halting the
project overlooked important facts
and conflicted with the law and
constitution.
The court’s denial of a rehear
ing yesterday was a one-sentence
order containing no explanation.
Lawyers for the tribe and the
rancher-based environmental
group said the Supreme Court
ruled wrong in April on the ques

million in a negligence suit against
the Kerr-McGee Corp. Kerr-McGee is the largest uranium pro
cessing plant in the United States,
with a yearly income of $2.1
billion.
The jury returned a verdict
holding the company responsible
for the plutonium contamination of
the late Karen Silkwood.
Silkwood died in a car accident
in 1974. Mysterious marks on the
back of her car sparked controver
sy over whether she was
murdered. Nothing has been
proven.
Young Spence said his father is
primarily concerned with “cor
porate responsibility" in general,
and the government's relationship
to corporate structure.
Spence was quoted by his son in
a story he wrote for the Paper Sac
as saying:

C

tion of cross-examination during
administrative board hearings on
Colstrip. The court said crossexamination could be allowed or
denied at the discretion of the
boards, but the opponents said the
ruling conflicts directly with a state
law saying cross-examination
must be permitted.

Resources and Conservation to
make certain additional findings
within 90 days. They said the time
limit also violated the legal dueprocess rights of Colstrip op
ponents.
The tribe and environmental
groups also had asked for a
rehearing on grounds that the
court erred in rulings regarding the
The lawyers said the court was! consolidation of state Health
violating the constitutional separa Board findings in the certification
tion of powers doctrine by order of the power complex by the Board
ing the Board of Natural of Natural Resources.

Metcalf intern selected
A University of Montana student
has won the first Lee Metcalf
Congressional Internship, created
by Rep. Pat Williams in honor of
the late senator.
LeRoy Broughton, junior in
history and political science, was
chosen by Williams to work with
his staff in Congress from June 15August 31.
Broughton will receive about
$800 per month for his work in
Washington, D.C.

In a news release, Williams
noted that Metcalf had an intern
program and said, “ I am proud to
follow his tradition, and hope” that
the program will “cultivate young
Montanans for leadership roles.”
Broughton was selected from a
group of five finalists from
Montana.
A committee of four UM faculty
members was appointed by
Williams to select a candidate from
UM for the internship.

“Most of us are so used to being
controlled by corporations that
we’ve become slaves. We depend
on them for everything from the
food we eat to the power that heats
our homes.
“This case is about corporate
responsibility and the exercise of
that responsibility in the nuclear
industry. It exposed the numbers
game of the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and the federal
government that was only too
gladly accepted by industry.
“ It was a false put-up job that hid
the truth that levels of radiation far
less than Atomic Energy Commis
sion standards results in probable

cancer and death to workers ex
posed."
Young Spence emphasized that
his father is not a "hard-core antinuker."
Rolling Stone reported that
when Danny Sheehan, who
successfully represented Daniel
Ellsberg during the Pentagon
Papers case, first approached
Spence with the case, Spence said,
“There’s no way I’m gonna get
mixed up in some jack-in-the-box
no-nukes trial."
Later in the article, Spence said,
“ I don't think I understood what
was at stake until the second or
third day of the trial. It’s absolutely
the most important thing I've ever
done.”
Spence, 50, has practiced law in
Wyoming for 27 years, eight of
which were spent serving as the
district attorney in Fremont Coun
ty, his son said.
After graduating as valedic
torian of the Wyoming law school
Spence failed the bar exam the first
time he took it, young Spence
confided. “ But he's been making
up for it ever since,” he said.
Spence told his son that he is
impressed with the state initiative
in Montana requiring voter con
sent for any nuclear power genera
tion in Montana.
When he’s not practicing law at
his home in Jackson Hole, Spence
is usually working at his cattle
ranch in Dubois, young Spence
said, adding that "he's a cowboy at
heart.”

LUNCH SPECIAL!
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Moody Monday
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the Mansion over-looking the city. For information dial
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All New Instruments
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Electronics, Records, Music,
Books.
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On the road with the Swan River Valley bikers
registered for the two-day 234mile tour, 100 people failed to
show up, according to TOSRV
director Tim Leifer. He said that
when the first tour was made in
1970, only about 18 riders
participated.
This year, 450 TOSRV riders as
sembled in front of the Harry
Adams Field House and were led
east on Broadway by a police car
with flashing lights. At Bonner, the
cyclists turned up the Blackfoot
River Valley on Highway 200.
A breakfast of cinnamon rolls,
orange juice, hot chocolate and
fruit was served at Lubrecht Forest

By CHRIS VOLK
Montana Kalmln Reporter

At about 7 Saturday morning.
450 anxious bikers were escorted
out of town by a number of officers
from the M issoula P olice
Department.
Around 9 Sunday night, the last
of about 380 people to finish the
ninth annual Tour of the Swan
River Valley (TOSRV) was
applauded as she peddled up the
slight grade in front of the
Women's Center on the University
of Montana campus.
While about 550 bicyclists

about 30 miles frbm Missoula.
Needless to say, this stop came
none too soon for some riders.
At Clearwater Junction, the
cyclists turned up the Swan River
Valley and peddled past Seely
Lake. The 68-mile stretch between
Clearwater Junction and Swan
Lake was the favorite section of
the tour for many riders. The
snow-capped Swan and Mission
Mountains flanked the valley and
made a striking contrast against
the azure sky.
After two more food stops, the
cyclists arrived at Swan Lake

By 7 Sunday morning most of
the riders had brushed a thin frost
layer from theic sleeping bags and
were on the road trying to pump
aches and kinks out of their
stiffened muscles. Some people
crawled out of their bags, stood up
and after a squinting grimace,
tossed in the towel. They snuggled
back into bed for a few more hours
before calling for friends in
Missoula to drive to Swan Lake
and retrieve them.
The Missoula Bicycle Club, the
organizers of the tour, provided
“sag wagon” services for riders

where they were served dinner at a
community center and camped for
the night.
While some crawled into their
down and fiberfill cocoons im
mediately after dinner, others
drank beer at a local bar, the Swan
Dive.

who dropped out, but Leifer said
the club did not advertise the
service so riders would be
encouraged to get in shape for the
tour. He said the “sag wagon” was
mainly used to chauffeur riders
who had mechanical difficulties.
About 15 miles past Swan Lake,
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Greek and American Cuisine
1337 West Broadway

Missoula, Montana
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From h e r e th e Him moves to the soldiers who,
willingly and unwillingly, were m arched Into
contaminated zones by the army In the '50s.
"The men were stationed 55 yards Horn ground
I zero." says Pet Broudy, the widow o l an army
| m ajor who died o f cancer. “[There] was a hot
wind. Trees and shrubbery caught fire. T h e men
could see the bones in their arms when they
shielded their eyes.”
“The Crime o l the C entury“ Seven Days
Magazine. Peter Blskirtd.
Werner Herzog’s La Soufrtere (1977) is a report
on “an Inevitable catastrophe that did not take
place.” a fascinating 30-m inute documentary
made on the evacuated island of Guadeloupe
w here a volcano was expected* to explode with
the force of multiple atom bombs. Herzog,
hearing that a lone survivor had refused to leave
and choosing art over considerations of
personal safety, went in with a cameraman and
shot this film on the edge of the abyss after the
last shipload of Scientists had fled in panic. Paul
Jacobs and the Nuclear Gang is a new 60-m inute documentary about an investigative
reporter. Paul Jacobs, who went to southern Utah in 1957 to investigate the effects of fallout
from atomic tests on people living 130 miles downwind from the Atom ic Energy
Commission's Nevada teat site. H e went into an area the AEC had described as “safe" and
his geiger counter jumped off the scale. Last year ha died of cancer; probably, according to
his doctor, as the result of a radioactive particle inhaled twenty years ago. This film focuses
on the hazards of low-level radiation, and on the apparently deliberate government policy to
risk public safety and to suppress information that would jeopardize continued nuclear
testing and expansion of the nuclear industry. A remarkable portrait of a reporter living-anddymg. Paul Jacobs covers ground that a congressional inquiry about the Nevada tests is just
beginning. 1979 Color.
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riders wheeled around the
northern edge of the Mission
Mountains and headed west
toward Flathead Lake. After
pumping up and coasting down
many of the rolling hills along the
east shore of the lake, they
reached a roadside park where
they had breakfast.
While the riders balanced paper
plates of scrambled eggs on their
laps, they exchanged road stories
from the day before.
‘Road rash'
"Did you see the bald guy
yesterday who skinned his face
and head — geeez, what a toad
rash," one biker said.
The man who was riding in a
close line with about six other
bikers, ran into the rider in front of
him and crashed. His Injuries were
limited to ugly, but relatively
superficial abrasions that some
bikers call “road rash.”
Another rider spoke of a dog
that jogged along next to a group
of riders for nearly 20 miles.
“ I bet that pup was a hurlin'
unit,” one biker commented. “He’s
probably at least going to have to
get his paws retreaded.”
Yet another rider said he's seen
an "animal man.”
“ I think this guy rode last year,
too," he said. "This year he's riding
a three-speed bike with fat tires:
last year he rode some old onespeed clunker. He's not only carry
ing a pack and sleeping bag, but
he’s also wearing heavy hiking
boots. That guy has got to be an
animal."
The $15entry fee each rider paid
not only bought food for the two
days, but allowed for a truck to
carry sleeping bags and other
p e rs o n a l e q u ip m e n t from
Missoula to Swan Lake and back.
Dreaded highway
After the riders rounded the
southern end of Flathead Lake,
they began to peddle south on'
dreaded Highway 93. One rider
commented that about every third
highway marker was bent into a
twisted form that reminded
bicyclists how fragile bicycles and
human bodies are compared to
careening automobiles.
The first rider arrived at the
Women’s Center at about 1:45
Sunday afternoon. He covered 124
miles in about seven hours. The
first woman rider arrived about
3:45 p.m.
Leifer said the greatest number
of riders finished between 5:30 and
7 p.m.. He also said:
• the oldest rider was a woman
of 61.
• the oldest male rider, Frank
Winkler, 60, has ridden in all nine
TOSRV tours.
• the youngest girl to finish was
Myss Ammons, 13 years old.
• the two youngest boys were
Don Eggert and Marcus Leonard,
both 12 years old.
• riders from all over Montana,
13 other states and Canada
participated. One rider came from
Connecticut and a number of
others came from California.
• two tandem bicycles and one
quadracycle were peddled to the
finish.
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Growing up with the A-bomb
By ED KEMMICK
Montana Kaimln Associate Editor

Nukes, like television and the space program,
have been with many of us most of our lives.
I don't remember the first time I ever thought
about nukes, but I know that from an early age there
was something very mysterious and fascinating
about them.
We did not call them nukes back then, of course,
but referred to all nuclear weapons as A-bombs. I
used to picture them as long, fat cylinders, stacked
up somewhere in the desert like pyramids of
cannonballs, with hawk-faced FBI men in white
trench coats darting around keeping an eye on
them.
.Whenever I thought about A-bombs the image
was invariably accompanied by one of Albert
Einstein standing in an empty classroom,
scratching his head and looking confusedly at a
blackboard filled with impossible equations.
His kind face and addle-brained expression lent
an aura of benevolence to the A-bomb, as if
anything conceived by that good man could not
possibly be used for evil purposes.
We knew about Hiroshima, which we pronounced
Hee-row-sheema, but far from picturing 100,000
people melting into what remained of the land
scape, we thought of the huge mushroom cloud ex
panding into the sky and the consequent affirma
tion of American superiority.
There was talk from time to time about harnessing
the power of the atom, which seemed to me a great
and logical thing, but I could imagine using Abombs only in digging gigantic holes in the earth.
I remember reading about how they could dig the
whole damn Panama Canal in a week using a few Abombs.
I'm not sure when the first doubts about the use of
the A-bomb began to creep into my mind, but the
realization that the Russians also had the bomb and
the prospect of spending several years in a concrete
bomb shelter eating canned food and crackers had
something to do with it.
I could trust our fellows to exercise a little
restraint, but had serious reservations about the
Russians. That bald fellow named Khruschev who
used to beat his loafers on the podium at the United
Nations seemed like he would let loose a few nukes
just for the hell of it.
Then things began to happen so rapidly that it
didn’t seem to matter what I thought about Abombs.

The Russians threatened to supply a Cuban cigar
salesman with the latest line of nukes, the Vietnam
War flared into the headlines and nuclear research
blossomed to include hydrogen bombs, fusion,
submarine-based nukes ana silos of nuclear
weapons spread across the country.
Things have quieted down considerably of late,
and the nuke situation, at least on the official level,
has degenerated to ludicrous debating about such
issues as SALT II and the ethics involved in using
the neutron bomb, guaranteed to leave famous
landmarks standing while annihilating any human
being in the surrounding area.
Among the denizens of the real world, however,
there is a growing anti-nuke movement which
seems destined to reach the proportions of the
peace movement of the 60s and early 70s.
But it seems impossible that short of divine inter
vention our leaders will ever seriously consider total
disarmament. Maybe we need to drop a few
carloads of nukes on the moon just to demonstrate
what woud happen to the earth in the event of a
nuclear war.
We’d probably have to hire some agency to fix up
the tides and whatnot, but it would be very
instructive.

floor. UC.
Performances
Anton Chekhov's "Uncle Vanya," 8 p.m.. Great
Western Stage. Main Hall. Tickets: $2 student. $3
general admission.
Coffeehouse. Penny Colton. 8 p.m., U C Lounge.
Workshops
Working with Indian Clients Workshop. 9a.m ., UC

Film on world hunger, "I want to Liv6," narrated
by John Denver. 7 p.m.. W C 215. Sponsored by the
Collegiate Association for the Research of
Principles.
Alpha Lambda Delta's initiation. 7 p.m., Brantly
Hall West Lounge.

A believer is a bird in a cage, a
freethinker is an eagle parting the
clouds with tireless wing.
—Robert G. Ingersoll

Montana Rooms 361 A.

THE SECOND ANNUAL

“ I TOLD HIM
IF HE MADE IT
THROUGH COLLEGE
I ’D EAT MY HAT”

What really worries me is when I think of who has
the power to set off the nukes back at our own
Pentagon. My old faith in those guys has given way
to definite mistrust.
After attempting to wade through some of the
hopelessly garbled and convoluted English
contained in directives and public statements
issued by the boys in the Pentagon, it is conceivable
that an order to go out for a dozen tuna sandwiches
might be mistaken for the order to start pressing
buttons.
The way I see it, though, there is one consolation
to this whole mess.
Every other extinct species on the earth gradually
faded out of the picture, leaving only a jawbone or
two in the limestone at some lonely watering hole or
a few thigh bones sunk in the bottom of a California
tar pit.
But man... well, he's had quite a time of it hereon
earth, building buildings, writing biblesand making
highways through redwood trees.
He ought to go out with a bang, horns tooting and
drums beating and great mushroom clouds fanning
upward from all points of the compass.
It would be a stupendous climax to evolution.

by Garry Trudeau
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Lectures
Durwood Allen. 8 p.m.. U C Ballroom.
Or: Arden Evanger. "Treatment of Coronary
Artery Disease — 1979." 11 a m.. Chem-Pharm 109.
Sue Nisson. UM lodge dietician, "Nutrition and
Children." noon, Women's Resource Center, ground
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Graduates, Parents 8 Wellwishers
are cordially invited
D r. D u rw a rd L. A lle n
Professor of Wildlife Ecology, Purdue Unversity

T he Wolves
and
„
Moose of
Isle R oyale

University Center Sunday* JUNE IU
llam-2pm

FEATURING • Pancakes, French toast,
bacon, sausages, scrambled eggs,
cinnamon rolls, fresh fruit,
assorted juices and beverages.

$2.75 U M Students (with I.D.)
$3.50 Non-Students
$1.95 Children Under 12

U C B allro o m
T h u rs d a y , M a y 24

GRADUATIONBRUNCH

8 p.m .

Sponsored by U.M. Wildlife Society and ASUM Programming

Building maintenance funds low
Mark Matsko, ASUM business
manager, will be the University of
Montana Building Fee Committee
chairman for next year.
Scott Alexander, who has been
chairman of the -five-member
committee for nearly two years,
wilt step down from the position
because he is graduating.
Patricia Douglas, vice president
for fiscal affairs, spoke to the
committee and explained the
problems that could confront if
because of legislative financial
cuts affecting UM maintenance
and building.
She said that because UM was
allocated no money for building
and maintenance "anything major
to be done on this campus will
have to be done” with building
committee funds.
She said she considers the
situation “a very serious matter.”

The building fee committee has
nearly $500,000 in its coffers.
However, all but $71,406 is tied up
in other projects.
Prior to the 1979 Legislature the
university system requested $17
million for long-range planning.
The Board of Regents pared this
request to $8 million and the
Legislature sliced it to $1 million.
Of this $1 million Montana State
University and UM received none.
The tw o u n iv e rs itie s were
instructed to use building fee
money to cover any building and
maintenance costs.
Douglas said she heard the
Associated Students of MSU were
planning to file suit against the
Legislature for forcing administra
tors to use building fee money for
maintenance costs.
She suggested that the student
governments from UM and MSU

combine and file suit requesting
more money.
Alexander said the student
governments would win the suits
’•for sure." He said former state
Attorney General Robert Woodahl
ruled that building fee money is
student money and cannot be
used to pay for state projects
unless approved by students.
Maintenance costs would be
considered state projects, he said.
The building fee money comes
from a $15 in-state fee and a $24
out-of-state fee that students pay
with tuition.
Members of the committee,
which met for its last time until
next year, are Phil Catalfomo,
dean of the pharmacy school;
Matsko; Martin Richards, assistant
professor of accounting and
finance; Dee Taylor, professor of
anthropology; and Ranjit Singh,
graduate, non-degree.

PTA cleans up ‘Starsky and Hutch’
1st time in Missoula
with special guest

MAHOGANY RUSH
with Frank Marino

M a y 25, 1 9 7 9
8 pm
A d a m s F ie ld h o u s e
Tickets: $7 advance

$8 day of show

OUTLETS:
Ell's R ecords A Tapes, UC B ookstore, W orden's M a rke t*M IS S O U L A
R obbins B o o ksto re *H A M IL T O N Opera H ouse‘ HELENA Patti's Teen
C lo th in g , B udg et Tapes A R ecords* KALI SPELL Tape Deck S how case
• BU TTE Ell’s R ecords A Tapes«Q R EAT FALLS

Sponsored by ASUM Programming and
Amusement Conspiracy
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
PTA, which has long criticized
violence on such TV shows as
"Starsky and Hutch," finally got a
chance to do something about it
when a local station invited it in to
help edit reruns of the popular
police series.
As a result of the informal
session independent station KTLA
tentatively agreed to eliminate a
shot of a prostitute's customer
pulling his trousers yp and another
showing one of the heroes being
given a heroin injection against his
will.
The ABC series about two young
undercover policemen was a hit for
several years until it was recently
canceled. The national PTA listed

S P E C T A C U L A R

SALE
Everything in the store is
reduced at least 15 to 30%*

May 23-26th
Only

30 %

—examples—
BOOTS
Pivetta “5”
Pivetta Eiger
Pivetta M ontera

were
9500
10000
4500

are
66*°
70"
31"

PACKS
Jan Sport
Sac 3
W ilderness Experience
Tundra

16s0

11“

1250

Teardrop

2600

8”
18"

Sierra Designs
Day T rip p e r

3200

22"

Totes

1500

10"

CLOTHING
W o o lrich Shirts
Sierra Designs
60/40
Panam int
Sweaters

27°°

18*°

7800

54*o

6000

47°°
1500

2500

RUNNING SHOES
E to n ic S tabilizer
S auco ny 1980
S auco ny Ms. G rip p e r
Sub 4 S horts
S inglets

w ere
38"
29"
24"
1060
900

are
27”
20"
17"
7”
6"

SLEEPING BAGS
M o onstone
S equoia
B itte rro o t

12500
13800

it as one of the 10 most offensive
shows on the air.
KTLA will cut five minutes from
each segment to make room for
the additional commercials that
are always added when a show is
rerun in syndication.
“We have no intent to censor,
nor the right to censor,” said PTA
spokeswoman Grace Foster
before she and two other women
screened several episodes of the
show Tuesday.
"But since they have to cut five
minutes they asked us in to see if
we could mutually remove the
most offensive material."
Anthony Cassara, general
manager of the station, emphasiz
ed that KTLA had no intention of
delegating responsibility for what
goes on the air — - -the PTA
suggestions would serve only as
guidelines for the station's editors.
“We’re trying to give them an
opportunity to do something other
than complain,” Cassara said. “To
the point where we agree with their
objections — and we also have
some of our own — we will at least
try to take their input and put it into
' practice."
At Tuesday's session, the PTA
members viewed three episodes of
the series, interrupting the screen
ing periodically to ask Cassara,
program director Greg Nathanson
and film editing supervisor, Ed
Hunt if a certain segment could be
cut w ithout destroying the
development of the program.
“Would it kill the continuity if
you knew she was a prostitute, but
you didn’t see the customer?”
asked Foster after one scene.
“We could edit that out,"

responded Hunt. “ In the scene
with the man on the bed, we could
take the man out completely or we
could have him pass the camera
without seeing him get up and pull
the trousers on."
“Oh good,” Foster said.'“You
didn’t have to get hit over the head
with that.”
When the women asked about
removing scenes in which
preparations for a heroin injection
were detailed, Hunt and film editor
Doug Fredericks repeatedly
rewound the film to the questioned
sections and explained how they
could be avoided or modified.
“We don’t have to have them see
how to do it — how they tie up the
arm and pump the vein," noted
Foster. “But it's good, to show how
he's terribly sick afterward.”

K e y s to n e K ops
n a b B rin ks m en
SAN DIEGO (AP) — fn an
episode reminiscent of the Key
stone Kops, San Diego police
mistakenly arrested two Brinks
guards on charges of robbing their
own armored truck.
The uniformed guards were
spotted loading bundles of money
from a Brinks truck into an un
marked car Tuesday.
Unable to immediately confirm
the pair’s explanation that they
were Brinks guards on official
b u sin e ss, p o lic e snapped
handcuffs on their wrists and took
them to headquarters.
They were released within the
hour — with apologies from the
police department.

<
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PLUS — TENTS, RAFTS, STOVES,
C L IM B IN G G E A R , S K A T E 
B O A RD S, C O O K IN G GEAR,
FRAME PACKS, SUNGLASSES,
SANDALS, RAIN GEAR AND
LOTS MORE FUN TOYS!
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DON’T MISS IT!
'e x c e p t maps, pe riodicals
and co n sig n m e n t item s
from
THE M O N T AN A C ANO E CO.
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lost and found
LOST: SINGLE dorm key Monday in Oval or Copper
Commons. If found please call 243-4676 or return
to Knowles Hall desk.________________ 107-4
LOST: 1 pr. ladies brown-framed glasses at kegger.
If found please call 549-0346.
107-4
LOST: INTEREST in a loser's party — cumon yuze
guys!____________________________ 107-4
LOST: MY upper arm skin due to sun burn (then
come to the loser's party).
107-4
LOST: A leather billfold (women's) with desert
flower engraved. Has name, address and phone
number in it. If you find it contact me, Sara
Cheeseman at 728-2996 or return to 703 W.
Hallmark. There is a reward.
107-4
LOST: BLUE concert poster and typed poem. Please
call 728-3692.______________________ 107-4
LOST: 2 yr. old female German Shepherd. Light tan
colored, spayed. Lost between Florence &
Stevensville on East side highway last week. Has
leather collar, white toes. REWARD. Call 1-7773274 or 1-777-3329.__________________106-4
LOST: 1 pair mens eye glasses — gold frames and
brown case. 721-5132 or 721-3688.______ 106-4
FOUND: AT Chutes and Ladders tournament, one
pair sunglasses. Identify and claim. 728-0778.
__________________________________ 106-4
LOST: PAIR of sunglasses at Cloverbowl 1 during
slow-pitch tourney Saturday. Were perched in a
tree. Contact Paul Cooley. Rm. 115B. at law
school. 243-4642.___________________ 106-4
LOST 3 mo. female puppy, terrier-shepherd cross,
small build, brown with white chest and front
paws. Answers to Safflower. REWARD! Lost near
footbridge. Call 728-6134._____________ 106-4
LOST: AT kegger, 1 green vest with leather yoke &
glasses in pocket. Also one pair men's glasses and
one ripcord.
106-4
FOUND: LEFT holding a 60-40 jacket at Aber Day
kegger. Call and claim at 721-5194.
106-4
LOST: MAROON & yellow 60-40 jacket at kegger. If
found, call 728-4597._________________105-4
FOUND: 1 pr. wire rim copper colored glasses found
at Aber day kegger. 243-5268.
105-4
LOST: ARMITRON digital silver watch at kegger.
Reward offered. Phone 243-5259.
105-4
LOST: GOLD ring with black center piece with C
emblem and diamond. High sentimental' value.
Reward of $10.00. Call 721 -5975. Lost around food
service area._______________________ 105-4
STOLEN: 10-speed boys* Viscount bike. Person
identified taking bike from Jesse Hall. Please
return — no questions asked. Rm. 901 — phone
243-4888._________________________ 105-4
LOST: 35 mm camera at kegger. Pentex K-1000.
Want film if nothing else. 543-5056.
105-4
LOST: 1 cat, at Aber day. Call 243-6541.
105-4
LOST: RED 4 subject notebook. Life or death. Call
Mike Powers. 243-2609. Thanks.________ 105-4
LOST: LIGHT brown, tooled, leather HJ wallet at
kegger. Please call Paul Anderson. 728-6176.
__________________________________105-4
LOST: BLACK leather wallet in pool on Friday, May
18th. Return to pool or call 243-2763.
105-4
LOST: RAYBAN sunglasses in Library on Saturday
in beige case. Please call 728-6301 mornings or
late evenings if found.
105-4
LOST AT KEGGER: Inlaid Turquoise watchband
vWth Timex watch'(date). Water Bird design: Great
sentimental value. Reward. Call Charlotte, 2432179.__________
105-4
FOUND: GOLD wedding band at kegger. Call 2432226 and identify.___________________ 104-4
LOST: REWARD for return of red backpack with
contents (camera, binoculars & shirt.). Lost at
kegger. 243-2226.___________________ 104-4

personal___________________
RITA SENFT . . . Contact Programming Office . . .
We need you to teach yoga this summer. 107-2
UNLESS YOU PERMANENTLY LOST Your Taste
Buds and/or sanity at the kegger, you’ll love our
omelets and other breakfast delights. Old Town
Cafe, 127 Alder. 7 a m.-2 p.m. every day. 107-2
SECOND ANNUAL AOPI Rock-a-Thon for arthritis
May 25 and 26._____________________ 107-2
DEEP DISH PIZZA — Thursday's lunch special at
the Old Town Cafe. Jumbo chunk of pizza and
salad for $2.50.127 Alder, 7 a.m.-2 p.m.
107-1
BITTERROOT COMMUTERS — I would like to
carpool from Hamilton area to U of M this surfimer,
Mon.-Fri. Leave message at 728-8178.
107-5
AOPI ROCKS for arthritis May 25 and 26. For
information call 728-2151._____________107-2
TONITE ALLEN and slides on wolves and moose.
8:00 p.m., U.C. Ballroom. Without a doubt, the best
animal slides around.________________ 107-1
ROCK AROUND the clock with AOPI May 25 and 26
Yandt's Mens Wear._________________ 107-2
DURWOOD ALLEN’S The Wolves and Moose of Isle
Royale tonite. Truly the best slides around on
these animals. U.C. Ballroom, 8:00 p.m. Worth
attending.
______________________107-1
I AM doing a project on child-abuse and would like
to talk to anyone abused as a child. Information
kept confidential, phone 243-4304.______ 107-2
COME SEE a fabulous lady tonight. Penny Colten.
Coffeehouse. 8:00 p.m., UC lounge. FREE. 107-1
FREE COFFEEHOUSE TONIGHT. Penny Colten,
8:00 p.m., UC lounge.
107-1
DEAR MR. PARKER: We, the plants, flowers and
trees, outside the University Center, being of
sound stem, root, bark and leaf, are in danger of
immediate extinction if you do not TURN ON THE
WATER around the building. We love the bright,
sunny weather of the past two weeks, now let's
have a drink of cool, Montana water. Our root
systems thank you!__________________106-3
POP CONCERTS applications have been reopened
till Friday. May 25. 5:00 p.m. Apps. in Program
ming.
106-3
DON'T PACK those unwanted books. Sell them at
the buyback June 4-8, UC Bookstore.
105-4.
TROUBLED? LONELY? Fo'r private, confidential'
listening. STUDENT WALK-IN. STUDENT
HEALTH SERVICE BUILDING. Southeast en
trance. Daytime 9-5 p.m. Evenings 8-11:30 p.m.
_________________________________ 93-20
UNPLANNED PREGNANCY OPTIONS — Call
Marie at 728-3820. 728-3845, 549-7721 or Mimi,
549-7317.
83-29

really personal
A HIGH UM official leaving to join the Sunbelt
celebrity circuit? Giving up academia to join the
cocaine cowboys and rodeo queens? Who. what,
where, when and how?
k107-1
FANTASY TURNS to terror as political aspirations
come to a small western journalism school. Gov.
Holloron? Mayor Hood? Emporer Ivan the Terri
ble?
1 .
k107-1

THANKS BOB LINDSAY from S.A______ 107-1
COUNTING DOWN to island madness. Insanity
squad needs $3 from those attending to buy food
and kegs in advance. Thanks!__________107-1
DUCK MEMORIAL tonight. 7:30. Be there. Aloha.
107-1.....................................................
—■

help wanted
FEMALE OR MALE needed for summer work In
Kalispell in backpacking, mountaineering shop.
30-40 hours/wk. Please call 755-2442.
107-3
YOUNG MAN. preferably student, over 19 Jo
accompany elderly man on camping trip to
Alaska. All expenses paid. Must be able to drive
stickshift, be congenial. Write Box 697, Lolo,
Montana.
107-5
BAR HELP for summer: Green Lantern Pizza House
in Hamilton, 900 N. 1st. Please phone 363-4650.
___ _____________________________ 107-5
PERSON TO provide care and supervision for 3
children ages 6.9, & 10 from June 4-22 weekdays.
Must have own transportation. Call Arlene after 7
p.m. at 549-5373.___________________ 106-3
BABYSITTER WANTED in our home. Children ages
1 to 8. Approximately 3 days/wk. 2:15-6:45 p.m.
728-6311._____________________
105-3
NEED BABYSITTER in my home. Call 549-2640
after 5 p.m.
99-13
FEMALE QUADRIPLEGIC student needs female
aide fall quarter. Contact McGuire, 4711 for
interview.
106-3

services
THE U. of M. Computer Club is now providing
Programming Services. Our services include:
computer programming, data entry, editing.
Reasonable rates. For info., call 243-2883.
____________________
106-3
WOMEN'S PLACE — Health. Education, and
Counselling, Abortion, Birth Control, Pregnancy,
V.D., Rape’ relief; 24 hr. rape relief, counselling for
battered women. Mon.-Fri., 9-6 p.m. 543-7606.
79-32

typing
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549-7958.______76-36
TYPING SERVICES, reasonable rates. 543-4727.
________________________________________

1 0 1 -1 1

THESIS AND TERM paper typing. 654/page. 7283779.____________________________100-11
EXPERIENCED TYPIST will do term papers, etc. I
charge 654/page, double-spaced. 721-5928.
_________
93-19
SECRETARIAL EXPERIENCE, electric, accurate.
5422435._________________93-19
TYPING/EDITING. 243-5533 of 549-3806.
86-27
TYPING. EXPERIENCED, fast, convenient.
5437010._________________94-19
RUSH IBM typing. Lynn, 549-8074.______ 53-60

RIDE NEEDED to Bozeman. Want to leave evening
June 6. Have only small suitcase. Will share
expenses, etc. Call 243-2486.
105-4
GOING TO or through Columbus, Ohio when
school gets out? We'll pay you to transport some
of our belongings. Call 549-7274.
105-4
RIDE NEEDED to Helena, Fri. afternoon. May 18th.
Call 243-6541._______________ .______ 105-4
NEED RIDE to Billings: Can leave May 24 (Thurs.) or
25 and return the following Monday. Will share gas
expenses. Phone 243-4195 and ask for Chris.
__________________________
105-4
RIDE NEEDED to Jackson Hole or immediate area,
can leave between 4:00 p.m., June 6 (Wed.) and
7:00 a.m.. June 7 (Thurs.). Will share gas, driving
expenses. 728-8408.
105-4
NEED RIDES to S.E. Minnesota; for one person
and/or luggage. After finals. Share driving and
expenses. 243-5370, ask for Candy.
105-4
RIDE NEEDED to Seattle for 2 people week of June
3rd. Call Lorie or Edee at 549-5718 or 542-2877.
Will share gas and driving.
_________105-4
RIDE NEEDED to Great Falls leaving May 24 or 25.
Returning May 28. Call 243-5044 (will share
expenses).________________'________ 105-4
RIDERS NEEDED to Great Falls. Leaving Friday,
May 25th. Returning Monday, May 28th. I have
room to haul boxes, trunks, etc., Tom Dwyer, 7211290, 3:15 p.m.-9 p.m.________________ 105-4
RIDE NEEDED to east coast, N.Y., N.J. area.
Anytime after finals. 243-4946.
104-4
LEAVING FOR Seattle (Kent) Wash. Thursday, May
24th. Return May 28th or 29th. Need riders to
share gas. Contact Bill Johnston, 728-1966,1000
Stephens, No. 5.____________________ 104-4
RIDE NEEDED to Jackson, Wyo., leave May 24th,
return May 29th. Dates flexible. Share gas and
driving. 728-6741.
98-10
RIDE NEEDED to Redding, Calif, any time after
finals. Will share expenses. Call Carrie, 721-2677.
97-16

DANCE CLASSES, Elenita Brown, experienced
teacher, enrolling now — Missoula T & Th—pre
dance, Ballet / Character, Modem, Primitive, Jazz,
Spanish / Flamenco. 728-5664 or 1-777-5956.
76-36

transportation
RIDERS NEEDED - to Philadelphia via upper
Michigan. Riders to Minneapolis, UP, or all the
way. Call Liz at 549-4647._____________ 107-4
RIDE NEEDED to Helena after 3 FrL. May 25. Will
share expenses. Call 549-0346.
107-4
NEED RIDE to Springfield. Ohio or in the vicinity
thereof. Will share expenses. Don't need much
room. Call Sarah at 728-2996 if you can oblige. I'd
like to leave sometime on the 8th, no later than the
10th.__________________________
107-4
RIDE NEEDED to Eureka, Kalispell or in between.
This weekend. Can leave Sat. and come back Mon.
or Tues. Call Lee Ann, 243-2037 at any time.
_____ _____________________________106-4
RIDE NEEDED to Mpls., Mn. on/after June 6. Please
call 243-4007, Roy.__________________ 106-4
RIDE NEEDED May 28th from Livingston back to
Missoula. Call Lori, 728-5631. Will share ex
106-4
pense^___________
RIDERS NEEDED to share driving and expenses to
Cincinnati soon after finals please call Scott at
728-9700. Leave message.
106-4
RIDE NEEDED to any part EASTERN OREGON or
western Idaho. Leave Thursday after 4. Call after
6. 721-2648._______________________ 106-4
RIDE NEEDED to Mpls., Mn. Leave on Wed., June 6
after 11:00 a.m. Call Mary at 243-2696.
106-4
RIDE NEEDED to Victoria or Northern Washington
for 1 or 2 women. Will share usuals. Call 721-1499
after 5 or 243-6541 & leave message.____ 106-4
RIDE NEEDED to Great Falls — leave Friday, May
25th and return Monday, May 28th. Share ex
penses. Call 243-4539. Ask for Bonnie.
105-4
RIDE NEEDED to Seattle, Wash. Can leave the 24th
for Memorial Day weekend. Will share expenses.
Leave message for Ann at 543-0079.
105-4

SUBLET: TWO bedroom apartment. Furnished,
dishwasher & fireplace. Utilities paid except
electricity. Mid-June — mid-September.
$200/month. Please call 728-7556._______106-6
RESPONSIBLE PARTY to rent furnished apartment
for summer. Across from Hellgate High School.
S190.00/mo. Phone: 543-8917.__________106-2
NEED Responsible people to sublet 2 bdrm.
apartment June-Sept. $2l0/mo fully furnished.
Call 721-1289.______________________ 105-4
SUBLET FOfi summer — professor's two bedroom
apt., ideal location. 243-4771.
105-4
2-BEDROOM apt., furnished, utilities paid, washer
and dryer. Close to University. Sublet for summer
$200/mo. Call 721-3946, ask for Chris.
105-4
2 BEDROOM furnished apartment in married
student housing $138/mo. plus utilities to sublet
for summer. Call 721-2857 after 5:00.
105-4
SUBLET FOR SUMMER — one bedroom furnished
apartment. NO utilities to pay. $110/mo. 543-4737
or 1-244-5569, leave message for Mike Debrosky.
_________________ -________________ 105-4
STUDIO FURNISHED apartment to sublet.for. the
summer on U of M Golf Course. $110/mo. 2434642, ask for Jeff Yurko or leave message.
105-4

SUMMER RENTAL. 3-bedroom house, available
June 10th-August 15th Two blocks from Universi
ty. Furnished. $300/month. Call 728-2503 after
5:00._____________________________ 104-4
INEXPENSIVE ROOMS available for summer.
Convenient to downtown — University area.
Contact manager — Room No. 36. Montagne
Apartments — 107 S. 3rd W.__________ 100-12
NEED RESPONSIBLE people to sublet 2 bdrm.
apartment June-Sept. $210/mo. fully furnished.
Call 721-1289.
105-4

roommates needed
SUMMER-FEMALE roommate to share 2 bedroom
apt. Split $180. 549-3478.______________106-3
ROOMMATE WANTED for summer. 3-bdrm. apart
ment. $83.00/mo. Includes utilities. 721-4475.
_________________________________ 106-3
STAY COOL this summer. New basement apt.—
Won't last! 728-3392._________________ 106-7
ROOMMATE WANTED for summer. Furnished
apartment on West Third Street. Call Matt or Dave.
721-2543._________________________ 105-4
NEED NON-Smoklng female to share 2-bdrm.
apartment mid-June to mid-September. Located 3
blocks from campus. Call ~ Deb 543-4970.
104-6

education
RIDING INSTRUCTION — training and board. 7215018 or 543-4035.
104-5

A t Your Request

for sale
STEREO TAPE DECKS: Realistic 8-track, $50.00.
Sony 250 reel to reel with 7 blank, 35 classical
tapes. $50.00. 543-6905 eve.___________ 107-2
SMALL GROCERY store w/living quarters in univer
sity area. Ideal for retired couple or students,
$39,900. Call Paul at Stegner Realty, 728-9380 or
543-5684._________________________ 107-2
RALEIGH 10-speed bike 6 months old. Call 5497774.____________________________ 106-3
SLEEPING BAG, refrigerator, rug, typewriter, snare
drum. Call 549-5718._________________ 105-4
BUYING—SELLING. Better used albums and tapes.
All our sales are unconditionally guaranteed or
your money promptly refunded. The Memory
Banke. 140 E. Broadway, downtown.
90-22

bicycles
MEN'S TEN-speed $40. Call 543-6574.

education

or best offer. Close to university. 728-5468.
__________________________________ 107-5
ROOMS — SUMMER quarter. $90/month. Females
only. Call 728-2151. Close to university.
107-4
SUBLET FOR summer: 2 bedroom apartment $165
or best offer. Close to university. 728-5468.
__________________________________ 107-5

106-3

C A M P U S

C L IP P E R

. . . . . (Total Hair Care
for Men) . . . . .
W IL L BE O P E N :

Thursday & Friday Evenings
Until 9:00

motorcycles_____ ___________
1978 HONDA Hawk, 1800 miles. Perfect condition.
107-2
$1295. Call 728-9722.__________

wanted to rent
TWO BEDROOMS or larger, furnished apt., house
for summer or longer. Non-house dog. Evenings,
243-2604:-----107-3
SLEEPING ROOM or storage space for 6 months.
Cheap. Nancy. 728-0607 or 258-6373.
105-4

Our stylists are expertly trained
in all phases of
men’s hairstyling.
1227 Helen (1 blk. off U. Ave.
Next to Freddy’s) 728-6774

for rent
TO SUBLET for summer: four bedroom house. $275

P op ular characters
NEW YORK (AP) — Some
characters in the popular Or.
Seuss children's books are based
on real people like Adolf Hitler and
Richard Nixon, according to the
author, Theodor Seuss Geisel.
Geisel, quoted in the current
Parents magazine, said Hitler was
his model for “Yertle the Turtle.”
He said Yertie is “a little domineer
ing guy who pushes people
around.”
Geisel said he was inspired
during the unfolding of the Water
gate scandal to write the book
“Marvin K. Mooney, Will You
Please Go Now."
Marvin is a child based on
Nixon, he said.

They’re Back . . . and no cover charge!

S u p e rb
Q u a lity E arth
M aterials
Segen

Pack frame: laminated
ash/mahogany with handwoven rush back band
Materials: brown #10
Canvas Duck and wool felt
padded latigo leather straps
We gave a little in the
weight game but gained
considerably against
abrasion, water
penetration, and
aesthetic beauty

The Segen Pack is
available at Blue Star
Tipi and from now till
May 31st will be offered
at 20% OFF list price.

JO HN TH O EN N ES

Now Named “Patriot'

H ap py H ou r 6-9 p.m
$1.50
Pitchers

35C
Schooners

Highballs

T R A D IN G P O S T S A L O O N

223 West Alder

Panel speakers discuss services for elderly citizens
some were as young as 20, others community services are available good company with 'much care home, said. She said personal
were in their 90s.
to help offset some of these pleasure and comfort," Thompson care homes are a middle ground
for people between rest homes and
said.
Anderson and several others problems.
Disadvantages include limited private residences.
An organization of several local
With the number of people over talked about living arrangements
The biggest disadvantage is that
the age of 65 increasing, this available to older people, health churches and the Senior Citizens space fo r possessions and
country must begin to address the care options and the family's role Center both sponsor Meals on scheduled meals, Klemencic said. “it’s sure nothing like home,"
Five personal care homes, where Hanley said.
problems of the elderly, a speaker in deciding where their older Wheels, a program which delivers
"It’s a myth to think that the only
low-cost suppers to elderly or people are expected to careforthe
at a workshop on aging problems parents should live.
The workshop will continue incapacitated people five days a majority of their personal needs, way out of a nursing home is feet
said yesterday.
are located in Missoula County, first covered with a shroud,"
“ I'll be there, too, in 30 years," today and is offered for credit for week.
The Missoula County Welfare Sally Hanley, an administrator for Anderson said. “ Last year we sent
Darlene Anderson, a geriatrics 'pharmacy and nursing students.
Today's program is designed for Office also employs several Maplewood Manor, a personal ninety people home."
nurse at Hillside Manor, said.
The workshop was attended by people who work with the elderly; homemakers who will help with
about 100 people. Various yesterday's was aimed at the cleaning and errands, Morgan
said.
members of the audience revealed families of the elderly.
The Home Health Unit can • Cont. from p. 1.
Living choices are frequently
their ages during the discussions;
made during a crisis, Joyce provide nursing or personal ends June 30. Cunningham encouraged students to write the state BLM
Klemencic, Missoula Manor hygiene care at home, Jean Pin- office supporting the areas proposed for study.
Retirement Home assistant ad soneault, unit manager of the
The Forest Service announced recently an accelerated schedule for
ministrator, said, adding that when Missoula City-County Health the consideration of the S-393 lands, with the entire process to be
one spouse has just died or a Department, said. '
completed in a year, Cunningham said. The draft statement for the
Physical, speech and oc
person becomes seriously ill, peo
review is scheduled to be released next January.
ple are upset and sometimes make cupational therapy can also be
Made fresh daily
Cunningham said that accelerated consideration of the lands is an
hasty decisions for their parents administered in the home through attempt by the Forest Service to “stimulate controversy and opposition”
the program at an average cost of to wilderness designation for the areas.
without consultation.
THE RICHEST AND
Klemencic said people should $45 for three visits a week, the
CREAMIEST IN TOWN
“They want to use warmed over data from RARE II that, quite frankly,
talk with their parents about op president of the Association of isn’t worth the paper it’s printed on,” he said.
S outh
D ow ntow n
tions, visit facilities before a crisis Montana Home Health Agencies,
C enter
The Forest Service has scheduled a public workshop in Missoula on
H iggins
develops and “not rush your Bob Zadow, said.
Behind
& Main
the S-393 lands on June 19. Cunningham urged the audience to attend
A
lbertson's
parents
into
something
that’s
con
The
state
also
sponsors
a
Mon-Sat
and show support for wilderness in what he said would be an otherwise
D aily
11-9
program to locate and pay for adult “one-sided” meeting.
venient for you."
N oon-10 pm
In back of
Living at home seemed to be the foster homes for older people who
Those people interested in commenting on the BLM inventory
Fri & Sat
L ittle
most popular choice of those are unable to live alone but do not should direct their letters before June 30 to Edwin Zaidlicz, BLM state
til 11 pm
Professor
members of the audience who want to live in a group situation, director, 222 North 32nd St., P. O. Box 30157, Billings, Mont. 59107.
spoke at the workshop. They Morgan said.
Johanna
Bangem ann,
stressed that they believed this is
the surest way to preserve the spokeswoman for Friendship
person’s dignity, independence House, an adult day care center in
K a lisp e ll, encouraged the • Cont. from p. 1.
file the complaint but it still won't
and identity.
“Most of us would love to stay in workshop participants to start that none of the restaurant's relieve the situation," he added.
our homes,” Willard Thompson, a such a facility here.
During the middle of April,
checks have bounced and that
She said the day care offers a "only one supplier Is on a cash Gallegos said, he called the
spokesman for the Missoula
chance for companionship for basis” because of a separate employees together and explained
Senior Citizens Center, said.
But panel members mentioned people who are “not necessarily agreement he has with that the financial situation. He gave
SANDWICH SHOP
them the option to keep working
cost, loneliness, health care and old, maybe just disabled" and a supplier.
poor n u tritio n as problems reprieve for family members who
He said the "back wages cannot and be paid in the “near future" or
Downtown
associated with living alone.
care for those people.
be paid at this point" because there quit. He said the restaurant had
In the Alley Behind Penney’s
been burdened by tax payments
Mimi Morgan, Missoula County
Other options, including retire is “no money at all.”
Mon.-Sat. 9-6 p.m.
social worker, said a number of ment apartments, personal care
"I don’t understand it; they can and bad business at that time.
Schober said the employees
homes and nursing homes, all
assumed they would be paid within
involve group living and a degree
a week. Story added that none of
of regimentation.
the employees signed anything
Retirement apartments accept
obligating them to work without
only older tenants, serve meals • Cont. from p. 1.
pay.
and generally offer maid and
laundry services and have some satisfaction with the recent ASUM
Gallegos referred to the midrecreational facilities.
budgeting process.
April verbal agreement with the
A resident of Missoula Manor
That effort was recalled itself employees and said “the workers
Retirement Home, Thorval because of apparent satisfaction are just as much responsible for
Thompson, said "the living with the ASUM budget process.
the present situation as we are."
arrangement is ideal for me.”
Before the board voted on the
Gallegos said he recently made
STARTINGat ••/month
“ I can spend my twilight years in motion, John Wicks, economics a trip to Indiana to sell some
professor and CB faculty adviser, furniture he owned there. The trip
explained the history of the bylaw. was an attempt to get the
Full-time Summer Work-Study
LANDRY’S USED
He said the provision was added restaurant “out of deep water," he
$4.00/hr. Grad Student; $3.75/hr. Undergrad
VACUUMS
in 1971 when Jim Waltermire, now said, but the payroll expenses still
$3.75/hr. Undergrad Student
a Missoula County commissioner, could not be met.
Buy-Sell-Trade
Full or part-time summer, part-time next school year.
and Jack Green, now a Missoula
Story said Gallegos has a “brand
Repair-Rebuild
Work at City-County Health Air Pollution Control
real estate developer, served as new van” and money from an
Division. Conduct studies, air monitoring, and some
ASUM business manager and expensive "Oriental rug he sold" in
Ail Makes and Models
enforcement.
president respectively. Waltermire Indiana and should be able to pay
Used Canisters Start at
and Green did not get along, and the employees.
Please check your eligibility for summer work-study with
$8.95
Waltermire "railroaded" the provi
Story also said Gallegos has not
the Financial Aids Office before applying.
Uprights at $12.95
sion through Central Board to paid workman's compensation
Contact Jim or Sam, City-County Health Department, Ph.
131 Kensington 542-2908
“ hassle” Green by working to have premiums for his employees. In
721-5700, Ext. 366.
him removed from office, ac late January an “oven blew up" in
cording to Wicks.
Story's face and because Gallegos
The board was to have heard a had not paid the premiums he had
report by CB delegate Scott no workman's compensation to
dP|lV E B S lT y
Waddell on a study of a proposed cover for the accident costs, Story
student activity fee increase. said. He added that the state
(M ust be 19 to W in)
However, Waddell was absent.
picked up the hospital fees.
Faces—Kim Woo
Freedom—Bob Dellinger
Mars Trek—Dave Trefry
Wizard—Larry Pitts
In te rc o lle g ia te R o deo
Wild Fyre—Sam Goza
Featuring 8 Big Sky Region Teams
Playboy—Sam Goza
300—Dean Person
May 26 and 27 at KO Rodeo Grounds
Dragon—Tom Garrity
Space Invaders—Don Enseleit
By CAROL BREKKE WARREN
Montana Kaimin Reporter

Student. . . ______________

BEST’S
ICE CREAM

Restaurant. . .
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FREE

Souvenir Vidi/ante
S h irt
w ith each 3 m onths
prepaid looker ren tal

W IN 6-P A C A T PIN B A LL

CENTER

S P E C IA L O F T H E D A Y

^ C R E A T I^
243-2733
OPEN
Afternoons & Evenings

•d r

—

PING PONG
1/2 Price til 4 pm
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